
 

CBCA Annual Planning Meeting -     
 Saturday, 24-January 2015 
 Minutes 
 

In Attendance: 

 Mike 

 Diane 

Allan 

Lisa 

Jean-Paul 

Laura 

(Chuck had a tummy bug, Katie was working.) 

 

Treasury Report 

2014 Revenue came from the following sources: 
$200 Membership Dues 
$341 Craigslist 
$248 Pride Sales 
$107 Donations 

 
2014 Expenditures: 
$310 Chamber Dues 
$15 Celebrate CB Parade Entry 
$180 Heartland Pride Booth and Parade Fees 
$27 Website Fees 
$102 iContact Newsletter Service Fees 
$255 Float Costs 

 
2015 Calendar 

Feb 7 – Mt Crescent Outing 

Feb 15 – Potluck - 5-6:30pm @ St Paul’s – Speakers: ICON 

Feb 14 – Bowling at Thunderbowl 7:00-close. Lanes are $3.49 per person/game, shoe rental is $2.50. 

March 29 – Potluck - 5-6:30pm @ St Pauls. Board Meeting 4:30. Guest = Graham Jura, Director CB Civil  

 Rights Commission. 

April 12 – Board Meeting - 5-6pm @ Barley’s  

April 19 – Potluck - 5-6:30pm @ St Pauls 

May 16 - Celebrate CB Parade  

(Date?) Memorial Day ICON picnic. We can have a booth with our banner. 

June 14 – Board Meeting - 5-6pm @ Barley’s  

June 20 - Heartland Parade and Pride Festival  



SCOTUS Decision Day = Sometime in June; Be Ready 

July 12 - Board Meeting - 5-?? pm @ Lisa & Helen’s. Also a Picnic/Party.  

July 19 – Habitat for Humanity - TBA 

Aug 16 – Potluck - 5-6:30pm – Picnic at Big Lake Park  

Sept 13 – Board Meeting -5-6pm @ Barley’s  

Oct 11 – Board Meeting - 5-6pm @ Barley’s  

Oct 18 – Volunteer at Micah House  

Nov 15 – Potluck - 5-6:30pm @ St. Pauls  

Dec 6  - Holiday Party 

 

Discussions 

Pride 2015 Theme is: Paving the Way. Our float could have a Yellow Brick Road theme? Jean-Paul reminded us that he 

and Jeffrey are terra incognita May through June.  

This is also the 5th Anniversary of Heartland Pride. “Ewecan” is the official name of HLP's sheep icon. Jean-Paul shared 

that Dawn Trotter's formal interview is scheduled Sunday February 8, and in all likelihood will be voted in as Secretary. 

Meaning there will again be CB presence on the HLP board. It will be posted on HLP's Facebook page the moment it 

happens. 

Still waiting on theme for Celebrate CB. Lisa will ask Helen to ask Karen. Will try again (Chuck and Alan!) to have one 

float for both parades.  

Heartland Pride website is updated, and CBCA website is now mobile friendly. Lisa will announce this in the newsletter. 

Craigslist turned out to be a diamond in the ruff – paying off with minimal amount of work. Be on the look out for 

friends/neighbors who have stuff they can donate. Big ticket items are best (exercise equipment, electronics). Affirmed 

that “safety-first” when meeting random people to exchange goods. Cash only unless your wife is a lawyer and knows 

how to clear bad checks. 

We will change the by-laws to state the annual meeting/potluck and elections will be the closest Sunday before or after 

the April 3rd equality anniversary. Mike will look to see who is up for re-election this year. 

Do we need to have a board meeting and potluck every month? Consensus is no. Laura argued that the Barley’s 

meetings are fun and give us visibility; it was decided that we can alternate the Barley’s meetings and the potlucks every 

other month. For potluck months we will meet a half an hour early for the board meeting. 

St. Pauls has granted us the use of the much more comfortable and intimate coffee room for the potlucks. Jean-Paul has 

already drafted and sent our letter of gratitude to the church along with a contribution of $100.00. We approved making 

a gift annually. 

Again the topic of why attendance to our events keeps dropping. Mike re-asserted that this new complacency is 

worldwide, and everybody is having this problem. There was also talk of the impact of social media – people, especially 

young ones, don’t need to *go* places to hook up any more. Allan pointed out that consistency is key – people need to 

know which monthly events are when so they can plan ahead. Allan also suggested we schedule more Saturday nights. 

For instance, this would work much better for Daniel, and therefore likely other people too. Laura worried if our stuff is 

just boring; Diane observed that maybe the reason the picnic has such good attendance is that it’s chill. The food is free, 



there is no time constraint or commitment, it’s purely social. Lisa noticed that there is no rhyme or reason for how many 

“hits” our pages and newletters get in correlation to any specific event. She will monitor this for patterns. Suggestions of 

more things to try: 

Having regular events at downtown Omaha bars. House of Loom seems to be emerging as the new It-place. Can 

also alternate Flix, and even the Max before the 22-year old hetero-normative crowd shows up.  

Keep bowling nights at Thunderbowl. Also the Mt. Crescent skiing event. Jean-Paul traded emails with Brenda at 

Thunderbowl. She is willing to reserve lanes for us. He explained that we were hoping to turn this into a monthly 

event. She also stated that if this grew in size and was consistent we could talk about discounts. 

For the potlucks, absolutely keep the speakers and political events, but alternate these with things like Trivia 

Night and Cards against Humanity. 

Partner with other local organizations, as we have done in the past with GOglbt. Reach out to ICON, PFLAG, 

Heartland Pride (during the off season!) to co-sponsor events with us.  

For the “regulars” (i.e the Board, the spouses and the Dads), have more face time with each other, like small 

home gatherings and impromptu after-parties. Just so we can talk and brainstorm and because we have fun 

together. 

For the Facebook spammers, it was conceded that there is something about “Council Bluffs Community Alliance” that 

triggers in a Google search, which is why we get so many. If you can’t check someone out without adding them first, the 

strategy is to add them, see if they’re bogus, and if so immediately delete them. It was also pointed out that names like 

Yghdpru Shitpoop are pretty obvious. Ignore completely.  

Mike is working very hard to get Presidential candidates in to speak. Imagine Hillary Clinton and Jeb Bush at a CBCA 

meeting (not necessarily together). But these meeting will be on very short-notice.  Will have a mechanism in place to 

send out blasts. On a related, he and Jeff J. are dotting the p’s and q’s of their Op-Ed, and it should go to press soon. 

Can the CBCA man the water booth at Pride, giving us both visibility and ability to fund raise? Jean-Paul will see. There is 

competition for this. Mike said if we have our own booth, no more ice cream and water. It just doesn’t sell. He and Ray 

basically swallowed the cost last year. Laura felt our 2014 booth didn’t have enough bells and whistles.  Suggestion to 

have more trinkets like beads and free hand-outs to make us stand out. 

Meeting commenced at 10:02 and adjourned at 12:03. And as usual, the CBCA Brings the Food. 

 


